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Module Three -   Unit 7 lessons 1& 2 SB pages 56 – 57 
Broadcasting 

Words to remember  
      Word 

Part of speech 

     Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

     Meaning 

broadcast            film industry     

collectively     invention            

digital               set                       

dispatch             station                 

entertainment     transistor            

evolve                 video recorder     

     Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words from the list: 

 (digital – entertainment – broadcast – invention – dispatched) 

1- There is a live ………………… of the football match on Sports 2 Channel now. 

2- Tv reporters will be ………………… to Russia to cover the 21st FIFA World Cup. 

3- Hilton Resort offers endless possibilities for ………………… and fun for families.                             

4- The ………………… of the wheel was an important milestone in the history of the world. 

Set Book Questions 

Answer the following questions. Your answers should be in meaningful sentences:                         

1- Which means of media do you prefer? Why? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Kuwait's official media follows a flexible policy. Discuss.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
(Bear in mind that the above questions are merely suggestions and are not exclusive.) 

Module Three -   Unit 7 lesson 3   WB pages 48 – 49 
Broadcasting  

Words to remember  
      Word 

Part of speech 

     Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

     Meaning 

adversely       glorify   

dedication      innumerable   

deterrent       remote           

Choose the most suitable answers from a, b, c and d: 

1- With enough hard work and complete …………………., anything is quite possible. 

a- entertainment  b- deterrent   c- invention  d- dedication 

2- A pong prison sentence can be a very effective …………………. for offenders. 

a- deterrent   b- invention   c- dedication d- broadcast 
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Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list: 

 (remote – glorify – dedication – innumerable – adversely) 

1- The earthquake has destroyed mud buildings in many ……………….. places.  

2- My grandfather's health was ……………….. affected by the changeable weather. 

3- Technological innovations have brought …………………. benefits for humanity. 

4- Movies which ……………….. violence may be responsible for the rise in crime rates.   

                                       
                                  Set Book Questions                                                                                                   
Answer the following questions. Your answers should be in meaningful sentences: 

1- What are the advantages of the mass media? (positive effects) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………       

2- What are the disadvantages of the mass media? (negative effects) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………        

3- Kuwait has one of the best media in the Arab world. Discuss. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………        
 (Bear in mind that the above questions are merely suggestions and are not exclusive.) 

 
Module three - Unit 7 lessons 4 & 5 SB pages 58-59 

Broadcasting 
  

Words to remember 
      Word 

Part of speech 

     Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

  Meaning 

bring about   reveal               

demonstrate     telecommunication   

disappointing   teleprinter        

half                    tension              

potential          transatlantic   

prominent        victory               

resident             zealous             

 

Fill in the spaces with the suitable word(s) from the list:                            

                     (demonstrate – tension – bring about – victory – teleprinter) 

1- These results ……………… convincingly that our remedial plans are working well.   

2- It took hours of negotiations to ……………… a reconciliation between the two sides. 

                  3- The ideal arrangement is to have a ……………… communicating between the two rooms. 

4- When you are in ……………, find something fun to do. Your thoughts will become clearer. 
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Choose the most suitable answers from a, b, c and d:  

 1- ………….. in the last game gave us a psychological advantage over our opponents.                                  

a. Victory  b- Teleprinter    c- Half    d- Deterrent   

2- Only the most ……………. supporters of humanitarian aids are in favour of charities. 

 a- potential   b- remote   c- zealous      d- disappointing 

           3- Sociologists recommend that we should consider our children's ……………. capacities.  

a- potential   b- transatlantic   c- prominent  d- zealous 

4- Figures to be officially released this week ……………. that unemployment rate is still rising. 

a- reveal b- dispatch    c- glorify   d- evolve  

Grammar 

 (Relative clauses) 
There are two types of relative clauses: 

(Defining) 
*This is my brother. He lives in Jahra.       

-This is my brother who lives in Jahra. 

*This is my friend. I go to school with him.      

-This is my friend whom I go to school with. 

                            (Non-defining)         with extra information. 
*My brother is a doctor .He lives in Jahra.      

-My brother, who lives in Jahra, is a doctor. 

*Television sets are very expensive. You buy them at the local shops.   

-Television sets which (that)you buy at the local shops, are very expensive 

Relative clauses start with the relative pronouns 

Who, which, whose, when, where, whom 
Who: We use "who" in relative clause to refer to people. 

E.g.:    We know a lot of people. They live in London. 

            We know a lot of people who live in London. 

Which: We use "which" to refer to things. 

 E.g. A dictionary is a book. It gives us the meaning of the words. 

        A dictionary is a book which gives us the meaning of the words. 

Whose: It is used instead of his, her, their --- so it's used mostly for people. 

E.g. A widow is a woman. Her husband is dead. 

       A widow is a woman whose husband is dead. 

When: It is used in relative clauses to refer to time. 

E.g. February is a month. I was born in it. 

       February is a month when I was born. 

Where: It is used in a relative clause to refer to places. 

  E.g.  Al-Khiran is a nice resort. Many people like to spend their holidays there.  

          Al-Khiran is a nice resort where many people like to spend their holidays. 
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Choose the correct answer a, b, c or d : 

1. My uncle, ………….. has just come from London, is very rich. 

 a- whom    b- who   c- whose   d- which  

2. The lady, ………….. I met yesterday, lives alone. 

 a- whom    b– when  c- where    d- which  

3. I have got a friend ………….. father owns a computer shop. 

 a- whom   b- who   c- whose   d- which  

4. I shall never forget the day ………….. I graduated from university. 

 a- where    b– when   c– who    d- which  

Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences: 

1. He told me her address who I wrote down on an piece of paper.                ………   …….…     

2. The thief, which stole the lady's money, catch yesterday.   ………   …….…     

3. James, when health was good recently, went into a hospital to some tests. ………   …….…                        

Prefixes 
-Prefixes are two letters or more which are attached to the beginning of a word to make a new one. 

Examples:       in-       ir-         im-          dis-         un-             il-            tele-        re-               
   …honest                …correct                           

   …happy                …patient 

   …text       … legal 

 
Module Three -   Unit 7 lessons 7& 8   SB pages 60 – 61 

Broadcasting 
 

Words to remember  
      Word 

Part of speech 
 Meaning 

consume          

electronic device             

electronics     

portable        

rank               

 

Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list:  

 (rank – electronic device – portable – electronics – consume) 
1- In the field of consumer ………….., Philips is determined to remain a world leader. 

2- ………….. computers are good for accessing information while travelling. 

3- Sony prices ………….. high compared to those of other contemporary companies. 

4- We should rethink of the way we ………….. energy. Take, for instance, our approach to transport. 
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Set Book Questions 

Answer the following questions. Your answers should be in meaningful sentences:  

1- What are the characteristics of a good digital camera? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………          

………………………………………………………………………………………………                                

2- What is a digital camera used for? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………        

………………………………………………………………………………………………                                                           
 (Bear in mind that the above questions are merely suggestions and are not exclusive.) 

 

Language Functions 

Write what you would you say in the following situations: 

1. Some of your classmates writes on their classroom desks. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. Your brother has failed his driving test for the second time. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. You want to persuade your friend to go to the cinema with you. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4. Your cousin wants you to tell him about your plans for the next summer holiday. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Translation 

Translate the following into English: 

 
 علي: يتبع اإلعالم الرسمي الكويتي سياسة مرنة تقوم علي التعاون المتبادل واحترام شؤون الدول األخرى.

ية.التنمية االجتماعية واالقتصادية والسياس علىحمد: تلك السياسة مخططة بشكل جماعي مع التأكيد   

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………      

Module three -   Unit 8 lessons 1 & 2 SB pages 62 – 63 
Television watching habits 

Words to remember  
      Word 

Part of speech 

Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

Meaning 

age-appropriate   miss out on    

channel-surf        promote              

comedy                provoke               

inactivity             tune out          

mentally             
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1. The United Nations Organization was created to …………….…. peace and security. 

   a- miss out on           b- tune out               c- promote               d- provoke 

2. You can …………….…. by the remote control until you find your favourite programme.  

   a- promote                b- provoke               c- tune out                d- channel-surf                            

 

Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list: 

 (missed out on – promote – provoke – comedy – inactivity – tune out) 

1- Unemployment may ………..……….. a sense of alienation from society.  

2- Most children prefer watching ……………………. films to tragedy ones. 

3- Those who will not come to the picnic will ……………… all the tremendous fun. 

4- If the actor's performance is boring, the audience will switch off and ……………… 
 

Set Book Questions 
Answer the following questions. Your answers should be in meaningful sentences:  

1- How can age-appropriate TV encourage good behaviour?   

………………………………………………………………………………………………                                                                                                     

2- What are the advantages of watching Tv? (good effects)   

………………………………………………………………………………………………                        

3- What are the disadvantages of watching Tv? (bad effects) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………                        

4- In your opinion, how can the negative effects of TV be avoided?  

………………………………………………………………………………………………       
(Bear in mind that the above questions are merely suggestions and are not exclusive.) 

 
Module three -   Unit 8 lesson 3 WB pages 54 – 55 

Television watching habits 
 

Words to remember  
      Word 

Part of speech 

Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

Meaning 

accuracy           prime time     

core programming   staggering     

fractional      teaching aid    

on average    visualize          

primarily      
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Choose the most suitable answers from a, b, c and d: 

1- Educational programmes are important. So, they must be shown at the ……………. 

  a- teaching aid             b- inactivity                  c- prime time            d- accuracy                                     

2- Using a/an ……………. is extremely important for introducing new lexical items. 

  a- prime time               b- teaching aid             c- accuracy                d- inactivity 

3- Thanks to medical care, people ……………. are living much longer than before.                                 

a- accuracy                     b- on average                    c- comedy                   d- inactivity  

Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list: 

 (core programming – primarily – prime time – visualize – accuracy) 
1. I tried to ………………. my friend's house while he was describing it in a detailed way.              

2. Before you submit your exam paper, check it to ensure its ……………… and coherence.         

3. Children's ……………… must be specifically designed to serve their educational needs. 

4. This course is ………………….. designed for people who use English as a foreign language. 

Set Book Questions 

Answer the following questions. Your answers should be in meaningful sentences:  

1- How can educational programmes be valuable for children? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Why do you think television is described as 'a teaching aid? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- What do you recommend to make children's programmes more educational? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………  
(Bear in mind that the above questions are merely suggestions and are not exclusive.) 

 
Module one -   Unit 8 lessons 4 & 5 SB pages 64-65 

Television watching habits 
Words to remember  

      Word 
Part of speech 

Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

Meaning 

get behind with               get through    

get down to    occasionally    

get on           record                

get over         tune in          

Choose the most suitable answers from a, b, c and d:  

1. My father is always angry with me because I ………………. my work. 

a- get behind with                    b- get down to           c- get on                         d- get over  

2. I can't meet my friends as I intend to ………………. studying for my exams. 

a- get behind with                     b- get down to          c- get on                         d- get over 

3. Although Hamad is a newcomer, he can………………. very well with his classmates. 

a- get through                           b- get down to           c- get on                        d- get over 
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Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list: 

(get on – get over – occasionally – record – tune in) 

1-  It took my brother several years to ………………. the pain of losing his job. 

2-  To control your expenditures, you should ………………. everything you spend. 

3-  Most people ………………. infringe the law by forgetting to wear their seatbelts. 

4-  You might ………………. better with your parents if you showed them some courtesy. 

5-  ……………….  to BBC tonight at 9 o'clock. There will be an attractive political debate.  

 

Grammar 
Choose the right answer from a, b, c, and d:  

1- This programme is boring. Can we watch ........................... else? 

      a- somewhere             b- everything                c- nothing                  d- something  

2- The police surrounded the robber's house. He could find ..................... to go. 

     a- nothing                    b- anything                    c- nowhere                d- no one  

3- Nasser got……………….. his work because he was off school for a month. 

 a- through                   b- over                           c- behind with           d- away with 

4- My father and his colleagues get……………………. very well. 

 a- on                             b- through                     c- over                       d- down to 

5- We will have the final exams in three weeks. We should get …………………… revising.  

 a- behind with             b- down to                     c- through                 d- over 

 

Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences: 

1- They didn't go somewhere yesterday as the weather is very bad. 

  a-………………………………….               b- ……………………………………. 

2- It usually take old people a long time to get through bone injuries.  

  a-………………………………….               b- ……………………………………. 

3- I'm trying to get up my friend, but it seems that there is anybody at home. 

  a-………………………………….               b- ……………………………………. 

 
Module one -   Unit 8 lessons 7 & 8 SB pages 66 – 67 

Television watching habits 
 

Words to remember 
      Word 

Part of speech 

Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

Meaning 

convict            news team      

equestrian   prosecution    

evidence         thriller   

newcomer     

Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list:  
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)   evidence – news team – convicted – equestrian – newcomer) 

1. My neighbour was ………………… of armed robbery and was sent to prison. 

2. There was not enough ……..………. to prove him guilty. So, the judge set him free.  

3. The ………………… felt bored because he couldn't adapt to the new living conditions.  

4. The ……….……... worked hard to collect any useful information about the tragic accident. 

 

LANGUAGE   FUNCTIONS 

Write what you would you say in the following situations: 

1. Your friend wants to join the Police Academy after leaving school. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. You forgot to do your homework and your teacher was angry with you. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Your class has decided to make a school garden so that it will look more beautiful. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4. Your brother feels so worried about having a job interview in a foreign based company. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Module three -   Unit 9 lessons 1 & 2  SB pages 68 – 69 
Uses of cameras 
Words to remember 

      Word 
Part of speech 

Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

Meaning 

capability     motion picture                                                       

consumer          nowadays        

ENG        pedestal         

high-end     period drama   

hydraulic   stabilizing   

 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1-  Every ………………. should complain if they are not satisfied with the service they receive. 

    a- pedestal        b- motion picture           c- consumer d- capability   

2- These tests are beyond the ………………….. of an average 12-year-old.  

   a- period drama  b- capability  c- pedestal       d- quality 

Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list: 

(pedestal / hydraulic / nowadays / high-end / stabilize) 

1- …………………, children prefer using their mobile phones to reading books.    

2- Doctors are trying their best to ………………… the patient's health conditions                              

3- A studio camera is always fixed on a professional …………………… to be kept fixed.                                     

4- My uncle has a/an ………………. department store in Salmiya which sells fashionable things. 

Set Book Questions 
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Answer the following questions. Your answers should be in meaningful sentences:  

1- Studio cameras have many properties. Explain. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Which of the events that camera operators record is most important to you? Why? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- How are television cameras different from consumer cameras? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- A video camera is used for many purposes. Explain. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 (Bear in mind that the above questions are merely suggestions and are not exclusive.) 

 

Module three -   Unit 9 lesson 3 WB pages 60 – 61 
Uses of cameras 

 
Words to remember 

 

      Word 
Part of speech 

 Meaning 

anticipation   

cast   

everyone’s a critic   

soundtrack        

up to scratch   

Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

                         (soundtrack – up to scratch – everyone's critic – anticipation – cast) 

1. They decorated the house in ……………………. for their father's return from Hajj. 

2. The director has prudently chosen his …………………. for the new film. 

3. The …………………. that accompanied the departure scene was very effective. 

4- The film wasn't ……………………... I didn't enjoy it at all. 
Set Book Questions 

Answer the following questions. Your answers should be in meaningful sentences:  

1- In your opinion, what qualities make a good film critic? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- What points should be considered when writing a film review? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  (Bear in mind that the above questions are merely suggestions and are not exclusive.) 

 

 

 

Module three -   Unit 9 lessons 4 & 5  SB pages 70 – 71 
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Uses of cameras 
Words to remember 

      Word 
Part of speech 

Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

Meaning 

amicably            commentator     

audience              court                   

beckon away   feature                

bring up            producer             

category              screen                 

characterize        spotlight             

cityscape             sprawling         

Choose the most suitable answers from a, b, c and d: 

1. Hamad's parents died when he was a baby, and he was ……………… by his aunt. 

 a- characterized  b- brought up          c- beckoned away            d- screened 

2. Books in the library are divided into different ……………… according to their genres. 

 a- cityscapes                   b- spotlights                     c- courts                           d- categories             

3. My mother was furious when she saw my books ……………… everywhere in my room. 

 a- sprawling                   b- stabilising                      c- high-end                     d- hydraulic 

4- As the curtain rose and the actor appeared, the ……………… began clapping and cheering. 

 a- commentator            b- spotlight                         c- audience                    d- category 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

 (court – amicably – brought up – producer – commentator) 

1. Let's look for another channel. I don't like that talkative sports ………………  

2. At the end of the meeting, the two parties have settled their conflicts ……………… 

3. The suspect has been charged with fraud and will appear in ……………… tomorrow. 

4. James Cameron is both the director and the ………………. of the American Titanic movie.  

                                                          Grammar                                                                                                                              

Choose the right answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- Two school boys ……………………in a car accident yesterday. 

a- are killed                        b- was killed                c- were killed                  d- have killed 

2- My brother will get married ……………………the 25th of June  

a- in                                     b- at                              c- with                             d-on  

3- A new supermarket …………………… in our area next month. 

a- opened                           b- will be opened         c- was opened                  d- open 

4- You are interested ……………………collecting old coins, aren't you? 

a. in                                    b- on                              c- at  d-  off 

5- New wider roads……………………to solve the traffic problem in Kuwait. 

a- are building                  b- must build                c- must be built                d- should build  

Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences: 
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1- Do you see the programme which show on Kuwait TV last night?  …..…… ………… 

2- Millions of trees cut down all over the world year.                         …..…… ………… 

3- The final match play next Friday, isn't it?                                        …..…… ………… 

 

Module one -   Unit 9 lessons 7 & 8   SB pages 72 – 73 
Uses of cameras 

       
Words to remember 

      Word 
Part of speech 

Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

Meaning 

basically             inexpensive         

catch                    voice-over            

congested            wholeheartedly   

fundamentally   

 

From a, b, c and d, choose the best answers: 

1- The design of that new car is …………….. the same as the old one. 

    a- scarcely   b- seldom  c- basically   d- usually 

2- Two policemen were running after the thief and …………….. him at the end of the street. 

    a- talked   b- caught  c- animated           d-screened 

3- The streets were …………….. with traffic last night. 

    a- animated   b- charaterised c- completed  d- congested 

4- This shop is always crowded as it sells …………….. things. 

    a- congested  b- inexpensive c- hydraulic  d- equestrian 

 

LANGUAGE   FUNCTIONS 

 

Write what you would say in the following situations: 

1) There is a plan to cut down all the trees in this area and build a new cinema in its place.        

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2) Your brother has failed the driving test for the second time.        

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3)  One of your classmates makes a lot of noise in class.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4) You want to borrow your friend’s pen. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 
Focus on SB page 74 
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Set Book Questions 

Answer the following questions. Your answers should be in meaningful sentences:  

What do you know about "Kuwait Times"? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Writing 

     "The media, known as the fourth pillar of democracy, has a huge impact on society" 

In not less than 14 sentences, write a report about the advantages and the disadvantages of 

the power of media and its effect on society. 

Outline 

Introduction: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Body:  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Conclusion: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  Translate the following into good English: 
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ولماذا؟ المفضل؟ما هو برنامجك التلفزيوني   -1    
.................................................................................................................................  

األخبار هي برنامجي التليفزيوني المفضل ألنها تجعلني على اطالع على األحداث الجارية. -2   
.................................................................................................................................  

Quizzes 

Quiz 1 

TOTAL MARK (80) 

I. VOCABULARY (20 Marks) 

 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4X5=20) 

1. Cutting marks can be a …………. against missing classes. 

a- electronics         b- broadcast  c- deterrent            d- dedication      

2. Children shouldn't …………. TV for a long time. 

    a- reveal             b- glorify                        c- consume                      d- dispatch                                     

3. All the students …………. took part in the celebration.       

    a- adversely                b- collectively                c- illiteracy           d- originally                

4. He comes late every day as he lives in a …………. area. 

     a- digital       b- disappointing            c- remote        d- zealous           

II. GRAMMAR (20Marks) 

Correct the underlined mistakes. There are two mistakes in each sentence: (4X5=20)                                         

I used to visit my father in his office which he worked as a accountant. 

     5…………………………..                           6…………………….. 

Television sets promotion inactivity, don’t it? 

     7…………………………                             8…………………………….. 

V- Writing (40 Marks) 

The Media is so powerful. It has many advantages and disadvantages, discuss this topic in 8 

sentences of your own. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

Quiz 2 
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Vocabulary (20 Marks) 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4× 5 = 2 Marks) 

1. Small children are usually badly affected by films that ……………… violence. 

a. glorify      b. consume   c. dispatch         d. catch 

2. Famous actors often provide ……… for adverts. They also do so for cartoon characters. 

a. courts                    b. voice-overs               c. evidences                 d. deterrents 

3. I ……………... spend the weekend at home. I prefer going camping.   

         a. occasionally    b. wholeheartedly  c. collectively       d. adversely  

4. The Arab family is one of the great ……………………elements in society. 

a. stabilizing     b. congested                  c. zealous        d. fractional 

Grammar (20 marks) 

Correct the underlined mistakes in the sentences:  (4 × 5 = 20 Marks) 

5. I tried to phone you yesterday, but I couldn't get over. So, someone answered me. 

a. …………………………….        b. …………………………….. 

6. The mobile phone, where I bought yesterday, was stole. 

a. …………………………….        b. …………………………….. 

Writing (40 Marks) 

"Film industry has recently become a prominent field for effecting and gaining money."  

In 8 sentences, write a report about the main parts of a good film, the qualities of a film critic 

and a piece of advice that help others selecting the material they watch. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quiz 3 
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Vocabulary (20 Marks) 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4× 5 = 20 Marks) 

1. Voters regularly ---------------- education as being more important than defense. 

a. demonstrate          b. convict                     c. rank              d. screen 

          2. To achieve what she needs, Salma threw herself …………………. into her work.            

  a. occasionally            b. wholeheartedly      c. mentally            d. adversely  

3. Her …………………. exam results are entirely due to her momentary inattention in class. 

a. sprawling                     b. fractional                         c. disappointing         d. staggering 

4. He bought extra food in ------------------ of more people coming than he had invited. 

a. resident                        b. accuracy                           c. anticipation            d. broadcast 

Grammar (20 Marks) 

Correct the underlined mistakes in the sentences:  (4 × 5 = 20 Marks) 

5- Telecommunications have made nobody easier and more comfortable. They help      

      getting over with others quickly and effortlessly. 

a. …………………………….        b. …………………………….. 

6-While the babies feed, I didn't know where knocked at the door. 

a. …………………………….        b. ……………………………. 

Writing (40 Marks) 

New technology has made our life easier, but it has caused a lot of damage to human values and 

relationships. 

In 8 sentences, write a report about the negative and the positive impacts of new technology 

and how to be trustful on human.    

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 

 

 

Module four-   Unit 10 lessons 1 & 2   SB pages 78 – 79  
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Accidents 
Words to remember 

      Word 
Part of speech 

Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

Meaning 

attached          plug                  

automatically   restraint           

cloth                  safeguard          

collide                strain                 

cushion              strip                   

detect                 vehicle               

diluted              warning            

feasible           plug                  

inflate                

 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

 (collided – feasible – diluted – warnings – restraint) 

1. This medicine needs to be …………………. in 20 milliliters of hot water.  

2. A school bus ………………with a truck yesterday, but fortunately nobody was hurt. 

3. Educational applications are ……………….. for all those who use android devices. 

4. The bad weather was the main …………………. to our progress towards the island. 

Choose the right answers from a, b, c and d: 

1- Some cars have windscreens that can ……………….… rain and activate automatically. 

 a- collide   b- detect   c- cushion  d- dilute 

2- It's better to wear a helmet when you ride a motorbike. It will …………………. you. 

 a- safeguard  b- inflate   c- perish  d- decrease 

3- We have to think of a …………………. plan to finish the project as soon as possible. 

 a- diluted   b- attached   c- feasible  d- medical 

4- It's dangerous to put more than one ………………………in one socket. 

 a- strip   b- strain   c- cloth  d- plug 

 

Set Book Questions 

Answer the following questions. Your answers should be in meaningful sentences:  

1- Mention three inventions that help save lives.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Airbags can safeguard car drivers and passengers. How? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

3- In your opinion, what are the real causes of road accidents? 
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- Why shouldn’t smoke alarms be kept in kitchens? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5- In your opinion, why are smoke alarms important devices in all buildings?                     

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 (Bear in mind that the above questions are merely suggestions and are not exclusive.) 

 

Module four-   Unit 10 lesson 3 WB pages 70 – 71 
Accidents 

Words to remember 
      Word 

Part of speech 

Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

Meaning 

bias                     foolproof       

collision             retrain              

considerably   skid                  

 

From a, b, c, and d choose the right answer:  

1. The ……………… was so enormous that all the occupants of the two cars were killed. 

    a- cloth   b- plug   c- strip   d- collision 

2. The car ……………… because of the slippery condition of the road. 

    a skidded   b-retrained   c- inflated   d- detected  

3. There was clear evidence of a strong ……………….. against him. 

    a- collision  b- bias   c- plug   d- strip   

4- The seatbelt ……………….. you in your seat in case of a serious car accident. 

    a- skids   b- retains   c- shreds    d- collides 

                                               

                                              Set Book Questions                                                                                                              

Answer the following questions. Your answers should be in meaningful sentences: 

1- Car makers are doing their best to improve safety for drivers and passengers. How?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Car accidents occur daily worldwide. Give reasons.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- In your opinion, how can car accidents be avoided?    

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(Bear in mind that the above questions are merely suggestions and are not exclusive.) 

 

 

 

Module four -   Unit 10 lessons 4 & 5  SB pages 80 – 81  
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Accidents 
Words to remember 

 

      Word 
Part of speech 

   Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

   Meaning 

acquainted with   intentional      

cautious          overcome        

confidential    perseverance     

daydream       securely         

decelerate       shred                  

deviate            slam into            

disregard         toothy            

drag                 unsung           

falsehood          venomous      

fundamental   watchful         

inexperienced   
 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list : 

 (confidential – decelerate – inexperienced – perseverance – shred – venomous) 

1- You should …………..……..., otherwise we will collide with this truck. 

2- …………..……... workers will not be able to keep their jobs for a long time. 

3-  Hard work and …………..……... can lead to success with flying colours. 

4- This information is top secret and …………..……... You should deal with it carefully.  

Choose the right answers from a, b, c and d: 

1- He doesn't seem to understand the difference between truth and …………………...  

 a- perseverance  b- falsehood  c- restraint  d- collision 

2- She is not only …………………..but she is also a liar. 

 a- cautious   b- intentional  c- watchful  d- venomous 

3- This certificate is an important document, and should be kept ……………… .  

 a- securely   b- fundamentally  c- feasibly  d- harmfully 

4- With hard work and patience we can……………………our problems. 

 a- shred   b- drag   c- overcome  d- decelerate 

Grammar 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1. You ……………. gone sailing alone in your father's new boat. You are too young to do so. 

 a. shouldn't   b. couldn't  c. shouldn't have      d. mustn't  

2. You ……………. very careful when you made the campfire yesterday. 

  a. should be       b. would be         c. should have been  d. can be 

3. Next time, you ……………. very careful when you make a campfire. 
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 a. should be   b. would be  c. should have been d. can be 

4- He is to blame for failing his exams. He ……………. hard. 

 a. should have studied b-should study c- has to study  d- must study 

 

Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences: 

1- I have never see such a tragedy film.     …………. …………. 

2- Jassim should have study hard for him exams.    …………. …………. 

3- People shouldn't using their mobile phones when their drive cars. …………. …………. 

4- You should has told me the true.      …………. ………….  

5- I have a stomachache last night. I shouldn't eat too much.  …………. …………. 

 

Suffixes: 
*A suffix consists of one or more letters attached to the end of the word to change its 

grammatical status or its meaning. 

➢ girl  +  s  →  girls             ( singular becomes plural noun ) 

➢ large  +  er → larger   ( adjective becomes comparative ) 

➢ rain    +  ed  → rained      ( present tense of verb becomes past ) 

➢ direct  +  or  → director           ( verb becomes noun ) 

 

Module four -   Unit 10 lessons 7 & 8   SB pages 82 – 83 
Accidents 

 
Words to remember 

      Word 
Part of speech 

Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

Meaning 

CEO                object              

emergency services           over the moon   

fire drill          wed                 

monkfish        
 

 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

       (fire drill – emergency services – object – monkfish – over the moon – wed) 

1- Have you ever eaten …………….? I guess, it's very delicious and healthy.  

2- In case of an accident, don't move your car. You must call the ……………..  

3- The workers have decided to ……………. to the bad policy of the manager.   

4- Nasser was ……………. when his father bought him the car he dreamed of.  

5- The firemen have a ……………. twice a week to be ready for any emergency.  

 

Language Functions 
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Write what you would say in the following situations: 

  

        1. You have received a message that your brother has graduated from the university. 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 2. One of your neighbours always parks his car in front of your house. 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………… . 

 3. Your friend said that he drove his car at over 200 kph. 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………… . 

    4. Your father suggests spending the next holiday in the UAE. 

    ……………………………………………………………………………………………………… . 

 

Translation 

Translate the following dialogue into English: 

 

 حمد: تقتل حوادث السيارات اآلالف من الناس كل عام.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

ت التفكير في طرق جديدة لتحسين السالمة للسائقين والركاباجاسم: لذلك يحاول صناع السيار  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Module four -   Unit 11 lessons 1 & 2   SB pages 84 -85 
The planet in danger 

 
Words to remember 

      Word 
Part of speech 

   Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

   Meaning 

appraise           overall          

aquaculture    partnership   

deforestation   recreation     

ecological    red tide          

fund                sting               

joint               sustainable   

marine          unbearable   

 

Choose the right answers from a, b, c and d: 

1. Throwing rubbish and industrial waste in the sea threatens …………………. life. 

 a- marine   b- sustainable   c- joint   d- accurate 

2.  If dust hits the eyes, there is almost …………………. pain and temporary blindness.  

 a- sustainable  b- ecological  c- marine   d- unbearable 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
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(partnership – fund – recreation – appraise – sustainable – deforestation) 

1. People who don't find time for ……………. should be ready to find time for illness. 

2. The Ministry of Education has agreed to ……………. my training course in the USA. 

3. .……………. is destroying large areas of tropical rainforests leading to global warming. 

4. The government is seriously promising low inflation and ……………. economic growth.                                                  

5. Employers should ……………. the ability of their employees to redirect activities as needed. 

 

Set Book Questions 

Answer the following questions. Your answers should be in meaningful sentences:  

1- What are the most serious problems that our planet faces nowadays?      

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- In your opinion, how can we solve the problem of pollution?     

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Why do you think pollution is a serious problem?   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 (Bear in mind that the above questions are merely suggestions and are not exclusive.) 

 

Module four -   Unit 11 lesson 3  WB pages 76 – 77 
The planet in danger 

 
Words to remember 

      Word 
Part of speech 

   Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

   Meaning 

hybrid         nominal       

kidnap            toenail            

latter           tusk                

 

From a, b, c and d, choose the correct answers:        

 

1. The police have uncovered a plot to …..……………. some children for organ trade.  

a. appraise   b. kidnap   c. fund               d. sting             

2. Experts claim that the new …..……………. crops are much better at resisting disease.  

a. recreation  b. toenail   c. tusk   d. hybrid 

3- You have proposed two solutions. I undoubtedly prefer the …..…………….   

a. latter   b. nominal   c. unsustainable  d. unbearable 

4- Elephants sometimes use their ………………… as weapons to defend themselves. 

a- hybrids   b- tusks   c- recreations   d- toenails  

 

Set Book Questions 
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Answer the following questions. Your answers should be in meaningful sentences:  

1- What can people do to reduce global warming? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- In your opinion, why should we protect the endangered animal species? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
(Bear in mind that the above questions are merely suggestions and are not exclusive.) 

 

Module four -   Unit 11 lessons 4 & 5  SB pages 86 – 87 
                                       The planet in danger 

Words to remember 
      Word 

Part of speech 

   Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

   Meaning 

anticipate        exhaust pipe   

consent           fell                   

contradict      landfill site    

dread             smokestack   

dump             suspect            

Choose the most suitable answers from a, b, c and d:  

1- The doctor ………..……. that his patient's health would get better after the surgery. 

 a- dumped   b- anticipated  c- felled  d- dreaded   

2- Some people ………..……. making speeches in public because they are terribly shy. 

 a- dread   b- dump   c- fell   d- suspect 

3- The police ………..……. two people with criminal records of kidnapping and murder. 

 a- fell    b- contradict  c- suspect  d- dump 

4- Burying waste in a/an ………..……. pollutes the groundwater and soil with toxins. 

 a- smokestack  b- exhaust pipe  c- aquaculture d- landfill site 

 

From a, b, c and d, choose the correct answers: 

1- After the autopsy report, the police ………..……. that the victim was strangled to death. 

a- suspecting                  b- suspects                       c- suspected             d- is suspecting 

2- The doctor ………..……. that the lady's health will certainly improve after the operation. 

a- believes                      b- is believing                  c- believe                   d- have believed 

3- My father is busy now. He ………..……. the daily newspaper with deep concentration. 

a- read                            b- is reading                     c- has read               d- are reading 

4- We absolutely ………..……. that modern technology has made our life easier and faster. 

a- are agreeing               b- agrees                           c- has agreed           d- agree 

 

 

Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list:                            
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(fell – marine – suspect – exhaust pipes – consented) 

1- My father reluctantly ………..……. to let me carry on my education abroad.   

2- Oil slicks caused by tankers and pipelines seriously threaten our ………..……. life. 

3- Don't ………..……. trees. They remove carbon dioxide from the air and release oxygen.                                                                                            

4. It is difficult to breathe because of the fumes emitted from the ………..……. of vehicles. 

 

Grammar 
Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences: 

1- He think that the world must do something now to saving the endangered species.  

               a- ………………………………..                   b- …………………………….. 

2- My friend know very well about the customs and traditions for Japanese people. 

               a- ………………………………..                            b- …………………………….. 

3- He believe that joining a sports club is the good way for losing weight and keeping fit. 

             a- ………………………………..                            b- …………………………….. 

 

Module four -   Unit 11 lessons 7 & 8   SB pages 88 -89 
The planet in danger 

 
Words to remember 

      Word 
Part of speech 

   Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

   Meaning 

amend               plight               

anxiety              symposium        

chiefly            tackle                 

confront          worldwide      

international   

 
Choose the correct answers from a, b, c and d: 

1- The UN is a/an ………..…….. organization aiming at keeping peace worldwide.   

a- unbearable        b- nominal                    c- international        d- latter 

2- Our modern world is ………..…….. with unemployment and very bad health care. 

a- confronted         b- tackled                      c- amended       d- felled 

3- Please ………..…….. the information on your CV if you wish to join our company.                                          

a- amend        b- confront                    c- tackle        d- suspect 

4- Nowadays, social network sites have been used by millions of people ………..…….. 

a- international        b- worldwide                 c- latter         d- nominal 

 

 

Fill in the blanks with the suitable words from the list: 
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 (recreation – tackle – symposium – chiefly – anxiety) 

1- Unprepared students experience a high level of ………..…….. before the exams. 

2- The government is determined to ………….…….. the problem of unemployment. 

3- The specialists present at the ………..……….. come from all corners of the world. 

4- The Runaways has gained fame ………..…….. for its real-life incident based story. 

Language Functions 
Write what you would say in the following situations:  

1. Your classmates always throw rubbish inside the classroom. 

   …………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. You were asked to suggest a solution for saving the endangered species. 

……………………………………………………………………..……………………………… 

3. You want to persuade your classmates to take part in a clean-up campaign.    

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- Your family wants to spend the weekend in an atmospheric environment. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Translation 

Translate the following dialogue into English: 

  .أراضي زراعية جديدةإيجاد من االشجار كل عام من أجل االخشاب و اآلالف تقطع عمر:

……………………………………………………………………………………………  ........ 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………   

 تدمير المواطن الطبيعية للحيوانات والطيور النادرة. إلىهذا يؤدي  راشد:

…...………………………………………………………………………………………………

…...……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Module four -  Unit 12 lessons 1 & 2   SB pages 90 – 91 
The power of nature 

Words to remember 
      Word 

Part of speech 

   Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

   Meaning 

accumulate      overflow        

alongside     prohibit          

calamity         prolonged    

costly           quake             

dam                remarkable   

expert             remedy          

flare up          shortage        

mullet            

 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
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1. The government decided to ………..…….. the import of toxic waste. 

a- overflow   b- accumulate  c- prohibit  d- flare up 

2. Scientists are doing their best to find an effective ………..…….. for cancer. 

a- shortage   b- mullet   c- calamity  d- remedy 

3. The 20th century was ………..…….. for its great inventions such as the mobile phone.                           

a- remarkable  b- prolonged  c- costly  d- international 

Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list: 

 (alongside – costly – accumulate – expert – overflow – flare up) 

1. Due to the heavy rain, the river may ………..…….. its banks. 

2. Blood tests should be neatly arranged by a health care ………..……... 

3. The street vendor crossed the street and walked ………..…….. Central Park. 

4. The Aswan Dam was built to ………..…….. water during the rainy seasons. 

Set Book Questions 

Answer the following questions. Your answers should be in meaningful sentences:  

1- What are the most dangerous natural threats that cause damage to our planet?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- In your point of view, how can we avoid natural threats?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- In your opinion, how can we protect our beaches from pollution? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 (Bear in mind that the above questions are merely suggestions and are not exclusive.) 

 

Module four-   Unit 12 lesson 3 WB pages 82 – 83   
The power of nature 

  Words to remember 
      Word 

Part of speech 

   Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

   Meaning 

intensity         spinning       

lethal            storm cellar   

moist              vortex            

Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list: 

              (lethal – vortex – storm cellars – spinning – intensity – moist) 

1- Scientists are working hard to find cure for …………….. diseases. 

2- While the boat was sailing, it sucked down into a deadly …………….. 

3- My clothes are …………….. because of the heavy rain. I need to change them. 

4- In some countries, the governments should build …………….. in case of danger. 

5- Sometimes nothing can be done when the …………….. of the earthquake is very strong.  

Set Book Questions 
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Answer the following questions. Your answers should be in meaningful sentences:  

1- In your opinion, what are the bad effects of tornadoes?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2- Meteorologists depend on different sources to collect information about tornadoes. Discuss. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- In your opinion, how can governments protect people against natural disasters? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 (Bear in mind that the above questions are merely suggestions and are not exclusive.) 

 

Module four-   Unit 12 lessons 4 & 5  SB pages 92 – 93  
The power of nature 

      
Words to remember 

      Word 
Part of speech 

   Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

   Meaning 

announce       perilously   

come in      previous      

go out          regularly    

mansion      turnoff          
 
 

Choose the right answers from a, b c and d: 

1- Training is provided, so no ……………… experience is required for the job.  

 a- previous   b- lethal   c- spinning     d- remarkable 

2- The winner of the first prize will be ……………… in a few minutes. 

 a- accumulated  b- prohibited  c- announced d- gone out 

 

Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list:  

(previous – regularly – announced – mansion – perilously – comes in) 

1- Have a look over there. When the tide ………………, the sea moves towards the land.  

2- That man lives in a wonderful, modernistic ……………………. He must be very rich. 

3- To keep fit both physically and mentally, one should do some exercises …………… 

4- Driving ……………… while using the mobile is one of the main causes of car accidents. 

5- Meteorologists have just ……………… that there will be a dust storm in three hours. 

 

 

 

 

 

Grammar 
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From a, b, c and d, choose the correct answers:   

1- Mum advised me not ………….. all my money and save some for the future. 

 a- spend  b- to spending  c- to spend  d- to spent 

2- The manager ordered his secretary ………….. send the letters to the clients. 

 a- to    b- if    c- that  d- never 

3- Rasheed ………….. his sister to clean his room. 

 a- said  b- told   c- wondered d- warned 

4- My friend told me that he………….. a nice PlayStation DVD the night before. 

 a- buy  b- has bought   c- will buy  d- had bought 

5- The engineer firmly declared he ………….. finish the project on time. 

 a- will  b- could   c- can   d- may 

 

Correct the underlined mistakes in the following sentences: 

1- Faiza told me that him little brother was serious ill.   ………….. ………….. 

2- They was hungry because they not eat for several days.  ………….. ………….. 

3- The teacher advised the students not to wrote on his desks.  ………….. ………….. 

4- A plan was putting by the government to carrying out the project. ………….. …………..  

 

Module four - Unit 12 lessons 7 & 8    
SB pages 94 – 95 

The power of nature 
     

Words to remember 
      Word 

Part of speech 

   Meaning       Word 
Part of speech 

   Meaning 

absolutely     propose          

demanding   pros and cons   

impractical   standard     

lessen              supply            

map out      wasteful        
 

Choose the right answers from a, b, c and d: 

1- It's ………….. to spend most of your time surfing the Internet. 

 a- previous     b- impractical  c- wasteful  d- demanding 

2- A healthy diet can ………….. the risk of heart disease, can't it? 

 a- prohibit   b- propose   c- announce d- lessen 

3- When we go camping, we usually take a large ………….. of food and water. 

 a- mansion   b- vortex   c- moist  d- supply 

 

Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list:  
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  (impractical – absolutely – standard – supply – proposed) 

1- You shouldn't blame anyone for failing your exams. It was ………….. your fault. 

2- Searching luggage at airports is ………….. practice travellers should be aware of.  

3- This plan is …………... We had better find an alternative to save time and effort. 

4- A member of the parliament has ………….. imposing severe laws on careless drivers. 

Language Functions 

Write what you would say in the following situations:  

1- You don’t like your friend’s plan and you want to criticize it. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Your friend says that French is the most prominent language in the world. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Your younger sister wonders why you didn’t go to your football training. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-Your teacher asked you to present your topic in front of the class. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Focus on 

Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmed Nature Reserve 

Answer the following questions. Your answers should be in meaningful sentences: 

What are the advantages of Nature Reserves?               

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Bear in mind that the above questions are merely suggestions and are not exclusive.) 

Reading Comprehension (150 Marks) 

1- Mother-of-two Faye McDonough, 32, from Hale, Cheshire, held down three jobs to make 

ends meet after her divorce. But she dusted herself off and is now head of her own successful 

cleaning business. She won the title of Best New Start-up in the Trafford Business Awards last 

year and achieved a turnover of £100,000 in her first six months. 

2-Two years ago, I kept thinking that my life wasn’t supposed to be like this: my         five-year 

marriage had failed; I was a single mother of two, and doing three assistant jobs just to afford a 

tiny rented house in an undesirable part of the town. After leaving school at 15, I trained to be a 

chef in my parents’ restaurant and worked until I was 23. But when I got divorced in 2005, I left 

our large house, sold my car and had to work hours that fitted around the children. So, I took 

cleaning jobs in the nursery schools they attended. 

3- A couple of years later, I realised I didn’t have a life any more. My self - confidence had hit 

rock bottom and I was often in tears. Around this time, I got talking to Rachel, a mother at the 

nursery school my daughter went to. She’d just set up a cleaning business. As she saw I was a 
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hard working person, she asked if I wanted to do cleaning shifts and administration for her. I 

automatically accepted. 

4- After a year, Rachel gave me the opportunity to buy the first franchise of the business. So, 

with the help of a government initiative, I got a loan for several thousand pounds and “Bright & 

Beautiful” cleaning company was born. I felt scared at first. Running a business is not like 

running a household but because I’m such a perfectionist, keeping houses shipshape and 

working to deadlines comes naturally to me. I now manage an eight-staff company. When 

customers text me to say how wonderful their houses look, I feel really proud.  

5- I’ve just extended my franchise to cover another two towns. The business achieved a turnover 

of £100,000 in the first six months, and the expected turnover this year is £250,000. I’m now 

living in a lovely area of Hale and have bought myself a new car. The biggest advantage is that I 

can choose the hours I work which makes my children delighted. I know I’m doing a good job 

now as a businesswoman and as a mother, and that’s the ultimate confidence boost. I never ask 

my staff to do something I wouldn’t do myself. Only through doing every aspect of the job have 

I seen how things can be improved and win the respect of my employees. 
I- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (5 x 10 = 50 M) 

1- The best title for the text is ……………………………………………………………..…….. 

a. A Desperate Divorced Mother                                           b. A Successful Restaurant Chef                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

c. A Clean Home is a Happy Home                                       d. Where There Is a Will There Is a Way 

2- The underlined word "their" in paragraph 4 refers to …………………………………….. 

a. houses                         b. pounds               c. deadlines                d. customers 

3- The meaning of the underlined word "shipshape" in paragraph 4 is ……………………….…  

a. clean and neat                                                          b. dirty and unwanted 

  c. shapeless and odorless                                            d. unattractive and unpleasant  

4- All the sentences below are not true except:  

a. Faye McDonough liked the place where she used to live 

b. Faye McDonough was satisfied with her work in the nursery schools  

c. Faye McDonough accepted the offer of Rachel without thinking about it 

d. Faye McDonough managed to set up her business thanks to her parents’ help  

5- All the sentences below are true except:                                                          

a. Faye is successful in her own cleaning business  

b. Faye used to cry her eyes out because of her bad situation    

c. “Bright & Beautiful” is the name of Faye's cleaning company  

d. When customers call Faye to give their feedback, she feels ashamed 

II- Answer the following questions: (4 x 15 = 60 M) 

6- When did Faye McDonough get married?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..  

7- What are the main personal qualities of Faye? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

8- Complete the sentence with information from the text:  
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Faye had to work hours that fitted around her children because ………………………………..……….. 

9- What can you infer about the relationship of Faye with her employees? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

III- In four sentences of your own, summarize the last paragraph showing how Faye's lifestyle has 

changed since she established her own business: (4 x 10 = 40 M) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

The most common Irregular Verbs 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Infinitive 
Past P.P. المعنى Infinitive Past P.P. 

 المعنى

read read read يقرأ build built built يبني 

put put put يضع send sent sent يُْرِسل 

hit hit hit يضرب lend lent lent يُقِرض 

hurt hurt hurt يؤذى spend spent spent يقضي يُْنِفق 

cost cost cost يكل ِف bend bent bent يثنى 

split split split ق  يصبح become became become يمز ِ

drink drank drunk يشرب overcome overcame overcome يهزم 

swim swam swum يَْسبَح come came come يأتي 

sing sang sung يُغن ي run ran run يركض 

ring rang rung   يتصل يرن buy bought bought يشتري 

sink sank sunk يغطس fight fought fought يحارب 

spring sprang sprung ينبثق - يُْنبت bring brought brought يجلب 

begin began begun يبدأ think thought thought يعتقد 

wear wore worn يلبس seek sought sought يَْنشد 

tear tore torn ق س teach taught taught يمز   يدر ِ

deal dealt dealt امليع  catch caught caught يصطاد 

lose lost lost يضيع hear heard heard يَْسَمع 

get got got ينال lead led led يُْرشد 

leave left left يترك leave left left يغادر 

feel felt felt يَْشعر say said said يقول 

keep kept kept يحتفظ pay paid paid يدفع 

sleep slept slept ينام hold held held يُمِسك بـ 

shoot shot shot    يُطِلق الرصاص tell told told يُخبر 

sit sat sat يَْجِلس sell sold sold يبيع 

meet met met يقابل stand stood stood يقف 

eat ate eaten يأكل find found found يجد 

take took taken يأخذ make made made يَْصنَع 

forget forgot forgotten ينسى speak spoke spoken يتكل م 

fall fell fallen يسقط break broke broken يكسر 

choose chose chosen يختار steal stole stolen يسرق 

grow grew grown يزرع write wrote written يكتب 

know knew known يَعرف see saw seen يرى 

fly flew flown يَطير give gave given يعطي 

go went gone يذهب ride rode ridden يركب 

to   be am / is / are was / were been 

to have 

have / has had had 

to do 

do / does did done 
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We wish you the best in your future endeavours. 


